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IntroductionVegas Stacks is a newly set-up local brand founded by Natt Srinara. It is in the business of home gaming 
entertainment, specifically in the classic casino game of Poker.  Vegas Stacks intends to repackage and 
re-sell high-quality and fashionable Poker Chips for leisure and gaming in home or parties.

In order to set foot in the Home Gaming Industry in Singapore, Vegas Stacks will need a distinctive 
Brand Identity and a comprehensive Marketing Strategy to help generate Brand Awareness among 
Singaporeans, specifically its target consumers, and in turn generate profits from the sales of its 
products.

This report, contains a comprehensive write-up of the Market Research and an Integrated Marketing 
Communications (IMC) Campaign strategy for Vegas Stacks, from creating its Brand Identity to 
developing creatives for various marketing collateral.

A Project Brief (Refer to Appendix A1) is written to explain in brief, what this entire project for Vegas 
Stacks is all about.
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Understanding the Local
Gambling Culture

Before Singapore approved a controversial plan to build casinos,  casino gambling was forbidden and 
this actually decreased the exposure of poker chips to Singaporeans.

From the study of a 2008 Gambling Survey Report gathered by MCYS, 54% of Singapore residents 
aged 18 and above was said to have participated in at least one form of gambling activity over the 
last 12 months. 

The forms of gambling activities range from 4D, TOTO, Singapore Sweep, Sports Betting, Table games, 
Jackpot Machines ,Horse Betting, Online Gambling to Social Gambling like Mahjong and Poker 
sessions indoors, within private venues. These gambling activities mentioned does not require poker 
chips. Thus the demand of poker chips in Singapore is relatively low. However, Singaporeans are 
actively in search of new and interesting ways to gamble.

More often than not, the gambling desire among Singaporeans often reach its peak especially 
approaching and during the Chinese New Year period. Apart from the hopes of catching a windfall, 
social gambling during house visits has even became a ritual, where families and friends would gather 
and take these opportunities to bond with one another.  The Christmas season see the same trend 
as well, but more commonly among the younger generations.

Social gambling often do not involve a large amount of money being bet. Many teenagers and young 
adults even have the habit of playing Poker card games and Mahjong without any money involved.

We can safely deduce that Vegas Stacks will stand a good opportunity of promoting its brand among 
Singaporeans when the casinos are built, which would generate hype and interest for gambling using 
poker chips. The sales of Vegas Stacks can also be pushed during the festive periods.
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Marketing Mix
(4Ps)

The initial and basic marketing strategy that Vegas Stacks is adopting can be broken down into the 
following 4Ps:

Product:

Price: 

Placement: 

Promotion: 

High quality Poker Chips, sold in acrylic boxes and aluminium casings, 100 chips per set. 
Vegas Stacks currently carries a minimum of 4 designs, namely Ultimate, Casino Royale, 
Ace Casino and Las Vegas. Vegas Stacks have plans to constantly add on or refresh its 
range of Poker Chips, with various new designs consistently.

$49.90 per 100 chips tray (latest, at Toy Outpost Plaza Singapura)

1) Toy Outpost and Kuhl at Plaza Singapura, Level 7 and Level 3 respectively
2) Kuhl Concept at Ang Mo Kio Hub, Level 2
3) Have plans to be in departmental stores in future

In order to help introduce and promote Vegas Stacks in Singapore, a year long Integrated 
Marketing Communication (IMC) strategy is planned and proposed to help market the 
brand and push and sales of  Vegas Stacks.

The primary promotion technique to be used is Online Advertising, Public Relations 
(PR) and Direct Marketing. This campaign focuses intensively on the brand’s online 
presence via means of Electronic Direct Mailings, PR with famous and relevant bloggers, 
online advertising through the use of web banners, viral videos spread through popular 
video sharing websites like youTube and mySpace videos. Other marketing techniques 
are also employed and will be further explained in the IMC Strategy chapter.

30 March 2009
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SWOT AnalysisTo help us further understand how Vegas Stacks stands among its competitors and the social and 
economical factors influencing the growth of this brand, a SWOT analysis is researched and written, 
as follows:

Strengths

1)  Vegas Stacks currently carries, and is only interested in what are considered some of the heaviest 
Poker Chips in the market.

2) Only the most unique and attractive designs are considered by Vegas Stacks. Customers have the 
luxury to choose the designs that suits their personality and interests the most, or even develop a 
loyalty to the brand, in which they would just like to collect all the designs that Vegas Stacks carries!

3) Vegas Stacks poker chips are not only well designed and of premium quality, they are also very 
affordable, its current low chip values (maximum of $100) is suitable to a wider market segment in 
Singapore. It is most very suitable for poker gaming in home gatherings or parties as the amount of 
money bet is usually pretty low.

4) Vegas Stacks is one of the pioneering gambling game brand in Singapore. With a distinctive brand 
and well thought out marketing campaign, the brand stands a very high chance to stand out among 
its very few competitors and be the first brand that comes to mind among their target audience 
when it comes to buying Poker Chips. 

5) Poker Chips can be used in various games, up to the users’ creativity, and not necessarily for 
gambling purposes only. Vegas Stacks Poker Chips are also a fashionable accessory.

[Continued next page]
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SWOT Analysis
(continued)

Weaknesses

1) Small market segment in Singapore.

2)  Vegas Stacks does not design and manufacture its on Poker Chips at the moment. Hence, it lacks 
individuality. Customers will be able to get the exact same poker chips from other manufacturers at 
different prices.

3) Budget constraints resulting in low investments in advertising and promotions, hence making it 
difficult to spread the brand awareness to an even wider group.

4) Limited store space. The products are mostly placed within glass cubicles, together with many 
other products. Hence, Vegas Stacks may find it more challenging to ‘shout out’ to customers, as 
compared to brands that have their own Store Front and Signage.

[Continued next page]

30 March 2009
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SWOT Analysis
(continued)

Opportunities

1) The introduction of 2 Casinos in Singapore, within the Integrated Resorts (IRs), in the near future 
will definitely stir a media hype, resulting in more locals interested in gambling. Locals who could not 
afford or who have not reached the legal age to enter the casinos will turn into other home gaming 
or gambling variations. Poker Chips will then be one of the most hip products, together with roulette 
sets and poker cards.

2) The improved standard of living and lifestyle of Singaporeans will mean more money and interest 
for leisure gambling. People will be more keen to buy Poker Chips to add on to their common Poker 
Games.

3) Increasing number of expatriates living in Singapore, especially Westerners, will inevitably influence 
the gambling habits of Singaporeans, typically by introducing gaming or gambling with Poker Chips.

[Continued next page]
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SWOT Analysis
(continued)

Threats

1) The conservative culture and mindset of many Singaporeans poses a threat to introduce a leisure 
gambling trend. There are some religious concerns as well. To be specific, most Muslims in Singapore 
discourages all sorts of gambling in general. In fact, according to survey reports and statistics, a 
majority of Singaporeans have disapproved the introduction of casinos in Singapore.

2) Stiff competitions are bound to arise as the IRs will lead to more similar brands with bigger 
budgets being introduced into the market.

3) As it is the global economic crisis now, more and more people are concerned about working hard 
to keep their jobs and saving enough money for the rainy days. Hence, less people will be interested 
in forking out the extra cash to buy poker chips, even though they are of affordable prices, since 
Poker Chips are just an addition to poker gambling, and not a necessity. 

30 March 2009
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Comparative AnalysisFrom the results of the SWOT analysis, it is understood that Vegas Stacks has actually got a couple of 
competitive advantages among its competitors in the leisure home gaming/gambling industry locally. 
Here’s a further elaboration on its Competitive Advantages, based on the comparison of its Price, 
Product Presence (both online and in-stores) and Product Quality and Design, in other words, its 
Comparative Analysis with its main competitor.

The most direct, and probably the only significant competitor to Vegas Stacks in Singapore is Poker 
Maniac, who is already in the business for some time, and has established quite a noticeable presence 
in the local market. It has an official website that showcases all its wide range of Poker products, 
ranging from Card Guards, Playing Cards, Poker Chips Sets, Poker DVDs to Roulette Wheels, some 
accessories and even Casino Tables! On the whole, it seems like its website, thepokermaniac.com, is 
the one-stop Poker website for its target consumers to get whatever they need. It even does delivery 
internationally! Poker Maniac also has retail sub-outlets at Parkway Parade Shopping Mall, Raffles City 
Shopping Centre, Suntec City Mall and one more coming up soon at Malaysia Kuala Lumpur Sunway 
Pyramid. 

30 March 2009

Now it seems as though Vegas Stacks has got a tough call. How can it stand up from this strong competitor? Well, Vegas Stacks is a new and young brand 
that is just starting its engine to be introduced to the market and right now, this is how it stands:-

Vegas Stacks is in the business of Home Entertainment and currently only sells Poker Chip sets of various designs. Its current/first batch of Poker Chips are 
all made of high quality clay composites, each weighing at least 14 grams, unlike Poker Maniac’s chips that are of lighter weights. Vegas Stacks Poker Chips 
comes in different designs, with plans to consistently add on to its design range. In other words, Vegas Stacks is really serious in making its chips a fashion 
accessory that are worth giving away as gifts or for personal collections. Through good marketing and branding strategy, Vegas Stacks stands a good chance 
of being the Poker Chips Giant in Singapore.

Due to its better quality, Vegas Stacks Poker Chips are slightly more expensive than Poker Maniac’s. However, its premium quality and detailed designs makes 
the extra dollars well worth. This helps create a more elevated Brand status as compared to Poker Maniac - Vegas Stacks is not another typical cheap ‘Made 
in China’ brand.

[Continued next page]
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Comparative Analysis
(continued)

From the product packaging of Poker Maniac’s products, it is relatively clear that Poker Maniac does 
not possess a distinctive Brand Identity. All its products are sold with the same packaging straight from 
the manufacturers or suppliers. Apart from its website, all Poker Maniac’s products does not carry 
its logo or even a link to its official website. So how does its prospective customers from the stores 
build a strong impression on the Poker Maniac brand?  Vegas Stacks however, will ensure that all its 
products will be repackaged and carry the Vegas Stacks brand at all costs, because it is important that 
customers know the brand that carries their quality products.

Now, understanding that Vegas Stacks is a newly setup company with limited capital and tight budget 
constraints, a comprehensive and well thought out marketing plan must be brainstormed and 
executed to create a brand awareness to as many of its target consumers as possible. This can only 
be done by first developing a Brand DNA for Vegas Stacks, and then to Identify and Understand a 
typical Vegas Stacks consumer.

30 March 2009
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Brand DNABrand Category

Vegas Stacks is in the home gaming and leisure industry, which currently repackages and resells 
several sets of well designed and high quality Poker chips.

Brand Character

Vegas Stacks aims to be a casual, fashionable and stylish brand. Vegas Stacks lovers are jovial, sociable 
and enthusiastic individuals.

Brand Benefit

Vegas Stacks brings more than just happiness and satisfaction in Poker gaming. Its Poker chips serves 
as a fashion accessory and identity.  Vegas Stacks lovers can not only indulge in poker gaming, but also 
develop the interest of collecting the different series of Poker chip sets.

Brand Difference

Vegas Stacks only produce high quality and uniquely designed Poker Chips. Apart from offering 
quality poker chips at very affordable prices, Vegas Stacks believes in unique designs that helps the 
customer set himself apart from other players, and reflect his own personality in his chips. 

Brand Credibility

Vegas Stacks considers customer satisfaction their paramount interest. They provide one for one 
replacement for chips that have been damaged during shipping.  Vegas Stacks physically inspects each 
chip before it goes into the package.

30 March 2009
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Factors influencing
Vegas Stacks Consumer

The factors influencing the typical Vegas Stacks consumer, i.e. people who will be interested in buying 
Poker Chips for various purposes, can be discussed as follows:

Culture & Lifestyle

Vegas Stacks consumers are generally people who are more open minded and thrill-seeking. They 
are open to trying new things and keeps up with the latest technology and trends as much as 
possible. They are a sociable and hyper group of people who enjoys hanging out with friends, join 
social gatherings and meeting new people. They are the trend setters and possess a relatively strong 
ego as they cared a lot on their positive image and social status.  These people also loves to travel, 
embrace other culture and see different things.

Income

A typical Vegas Stacks consumer need not necessarily draw a high monthly income, but the money 
coming into their pockets should at least be stable. This will determine whether the consumer will 
be willing to buy additional luxury items that are not basic needs at all. Vegas Stacks Poker Chips for 
example, are the higher end poker chips where people of the lower income group may not even be 
interested as they can get lower quality and cheaper poker chips elsewhere should they decide to 
purchase them.

Social

A consumer’s behavior is typically influenced by peers, families and social roles and status. For 
example, a person who always mix around with a hippies may eventually get influenced and change 
their habits and dress sense, to blend in with the rest. A person who mix around with friends who 
enjoy weekend poker games will eventually pick up some tips and tricks and be even more involved 
in the culture.

30 March 2009
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Market SegmentWhile a game of Poker does not necessary involves betting money, it is still commonly perceived to 
be a form of gambling. Hence, the target audience to sell these chips to will most definitely be above 
18 years old. The target market segment is elaborated as follows:

Demographic: Primary Target Audience: 25 to 35 years of age, both male and female
           Secondary Target Audience: 18 to 24 years of age, both male and female 

Psychographic: Urban, Free-spirited, Thrill-seeking and Sociable

Economic: Salary ranging from a typical working adult to PMEBs, i.e. monthly salary of $1,500 
               and above.

So why do we make this group of people the target consumers? The reason is clear.  This group of 
people are most likely the ones who enjoy catching up and chilling with their circle of friends, be it in 
home parties or social gatherings. They are young and energetic, with a stable source of income and 
will be more than willing to spend some money to spice up their weekends and shimmer personality 
even more by constantly purchasing new stylish products that they can share with their peeps, or 
rather just to ‘show off ’.  

It is pretty common that these people find opportunities to get together to gamble in a common 
game of Poker Cards, Dices or Mahjong. Hence, the high quality and fashionable Vegas Stacks Poker 
Chips will definitely stand a chance to be in their shopping list.

30 March 2009
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TAPP
(Target Audience 

Personality Profile)

The following is the TAPP for Ron, a suitable target consumer of  Vegas Stacks Poker Chips:

Ron is a 25 year old male accountant working in the banking and finance industry. His monthly 
income is $4,000 and he is not married and does not have a girlfriend currently. Being a young 
bachelor, Ron is typically sociable and outgoing. He enjoys going out for late night drinks with his 
friends or colleagues during weekdays, especially when he happens to work late. 

During the weekends, Ron usually meets with his friends to catch a movie, visit Karaoke lounges 
or just simply chill at his buddies’ place and play a few rounds of Mahjong or Poker Cards. He goes 
clubbing occasionally and his favourite night clubs are Zouk and Club Desire.

Ron also enjoys shopping for designer clothings and is a brand loyal of Frankie Morello’s men t-shirts. 
During his spare time, he sits back at his couch in front of his computer screen and observe the 
stock market with a can of Carlsberg in his hand. Alternatively, Ron enjoys reading articles online 
from famous bloggers like Mr... Brown, and watch funny videos and reality TV on youTube. He listens 
to RnB and alternative rock most of the time from his iPod music collections.

Ron travels at least once a year and his favourite cities are Hongkong and Amsterdam, as he enjoys 
the vibrant night life, club scenes and beer.

30 March 2009
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Positioning Vegas StacksSo what makes Vegas Stacks stand out from all other home gaming brands that carries the same 
range of products? 

Through Vegas Stacks persistence on bringing in only high quality poker chips and the indulgence of 
introducing new Poker Chip designs consistently, it is easy to recognize and position the brand as one 
that carries this positioning statement:

“The luxury home gaming brand in Singapore that sells only the highest quality of 
fashionable Poker Chips.”

30 March 2009
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Brand Identity 
Development

Upon understanding the Brand DNA of Vegas Stacks, and its target consumer, a set of Brand Identity 
is developed to help create the Brand presence, not only physically, via means of corporate identity 
set like logo,  corporate stationery and product packaging, but also the online presence, so as to 
make the brand known to an even wider population within the market segment. An corporate 
website will be designed and eventually launched.

Logo

The logo is designed with the following phrase in mind - Simplicity but ‘Vegas’. With the Vegas attitude, 
and the lights in mind, the Vegas Stacks brand image is slowly pieced together, via the moodboards 
(Refer to Appendix B). We will still like to keep the logo simple, for the mature target audience, and 
also for easy application on the would-be glittery and vibrant creative artworks for various marketing 
collateral, like the packaging, website, eDMs and etc. This is the proposed logo design:

30 March 2009

The logo is made to look like a shiny metal piece, with two base colors, Red and Blue. This reflects the sensual and vibrant nature of  Vegas Stacks consumers, 
and also the sophisticated and ‘Bling’ culture of Sin City. A detailed style guide for the logo can be found in Appendix C.

[Continued next page]
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Corporate Font

The Corporate Font to be used in the body copy, tag lines, and all marketing collateral is proposed 
to be the Optima font set. This is a stylish and elegant font that is highly legible and is widely used in 
advertising for display and text lines.

30 March 2009

Optima Regular (36pt)

Optima Font

Optima Italic (36pt)

Optima Font

Optima Bold (36pt)

Optima Font

Optima Bold Italic (36pt)

Optima Font

Optima Regular (14pt)

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.

Optima Bold (14pt)

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.

Optima Regular (14pt)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

Optima Bold (14pt)

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 1234567890

[Continued next page]
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Tag line

Think Vegas, think Excitement, think Fun, digest the Vegas Stacks Brand DNA and this, is the proposed 
Brand Tag line: 

“Now it happens.”

Since Vegas Stacks has got the distinctive brand image of  Las Vegas attached to it, which could only 
mean a very vibrant, cosmopolitan and upbeat look and feel.

Now it happens - gives a mysterious, yet exciting feel and adrenal rush to what’s going on, a sense of 
jubilation and happiness.  It is the sense of exhilaration and excitement poker players feel, when they 
got a deck of good cards, or when they swipe in their winnings,  and stacking up their poker chips.

The popular Vegas tag line “What happens in Vegas, Stays in Vegas”. Now the Vegas Stacks joy can 
happen anytime, anywhere. You don’t have to start your game to win. You already win with Vegas 
Stacks poker chips because they are simply the best!

The word ‘it’ in the tag line also has so many embedded meanings. It’s just like saying, Now the Fun 
begins; Now the IT (fashion/style) happens; Now the trend starts and the list goes on.

30 March 2009

[Continued next page]
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Name Card

A name card is designed for the Natt Srinara, founder of  Vegas Stacks. The design of the name card 
is kept simple, yet elegant. The front of the card shows the logo and Natt’s contact information while 
the back of the card shows the brand’s tag line and a Morse code, that stood for ‘Hi’. Morse codes 
gives a mysterious feeling and a hidden meaning like that of the mood of  Vegas. Poker gaming is 
always full of hidden agenda and wit.

30 March 2009

M: 9488 1300
E:  nattsrinara@yahoo.com.sg

Natt Srina ra
www.vegas-stacks.com

Now it happens.

[Continued next page]
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Corporate Invoice

This is the proposed design for the corporate invoice of  Vegas Stacks, which will be printed to the 
customers who have ordered Vegas Stacks products, be it online or in-stores.

30 March 2009

[Continued next page]
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Packaging Design

Staying close to the art directions inspired from the moodboards, the first batch of product package 
designs for Vegas Stacks is developed. This will in turn influence the design elements and layout 
in subsequent marketing collateral that Vegas Stacks will have, which will be discussed later in the 
Proposed Creatives chapter.

The packaging design is done for 2 products that Vegas Stacks currently carries - the transparent 
acrylic box of 100 Poker Chips and the Poker Chip Set in Aluminium Cases. For the Acrylic box, a 
Sticker Label will be designed and printed on a transparent sticker, and pasted on the cover of the 
box. The chips will still be easily seen through the acrylic boxes, as requested by the client. For the 
aluminium case, a brand tag/label will be designed and printed on a 300gsm hard art card and chained 
onto the handle of the case, like that of a price tag. Here are the proposed packaging designs:

30 March 2009

[Continued next page]

Sticker Label Brand Label

Refer to Appendix A2 for Creative Brief of Sticker Label
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Brand Identity 
Development

(continued)

Corporate Website

In an effort to create an online presence for Vegas Stacks, a corporate website will be designed. 
This website will showcase the entire range of products Vegas Stacks has, and also provide shopping 
carts for customers to purchase the products online, delivery charges apply. The website will also 
contain latest news and updates on the addition of new products, a forum for Poker Chips lovers to 
communicate with one another, and some background information on the brand and founder, and 
etc. The following is the proposed design of the main page of the website:

30 March 2009
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The IMC StrategyThis campaign aims to introduce the Vegas Stacks brand to as many Singaporeans, most specifically its 
target audiences, as possible.  This campaign will be a year long process, divided into 4 quarters, with 
the first 2 quarters being the Introduction or Brand Awareness stage, and the subsequent quarters 
be that of brand maintenance and to Push the Sales of the Poker Chips, so that a decent amount of 
profits can be achieved during the first business year.

This campaign utilizes 4 main components of an IMC strategy, as shown in the following figure:

30 March 2009

Vegas Stacks - Now it happens.

Online Advertising          Public Relations          Direct Marketing
   (Strategic + Tactical)      (Strategic + Tactical)     (Strategic + Tactical)

      Personal Selling           Sales Promotions 
       (Tactical)                     (Tactical)

Primary

Secondary

As introduced earlier in the Marketing Mix chapter, this branding campaign will focus primarily on the use of Online Advertising, Public Relations and 
Direct Marketing, with an extensive use of Internet Media. The next few pages will reveal the campaign’s timeline and elaborate on the use of each IMC 
component.
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The IMC Strategy
(Timeline)

This Branding and IMC campaign will start from April 2009 (launch) all the way till March 2010. 
After which, this campaign strategy can either be recycled, or revised the following business year.

The Introduction Phase will see a good use of the online media platform for PR and viral video 
purposes, to spread the word of the Vegas Stacks brand. The Promotional phase will then ensure 
that the brand is made known to an even wider population by sending out eDMs to the cold 
market, and online advertising via web banners. This period makes use of the Festive Seasons to 
push the sales of  Vegas Stacks products to its target consumers.

The following timeline illustrates an overview of the IMC strategy developing throughout the year 
long branding campaign.  

30 March 2009

Introduction / Brand Awareness Promotion / Push Sales

Q2’09 (Apr - Jun’09) - The Launch

Launch the Vegas Stacks Brand
(Website up, Brand Signature visible 
in-Stores, namecards and invoices 
ready)

First batch of Strategic eDMs sent to 
Hot Market

Launch of Facebook Account

Products to be ready in-stores 

Q3’09 (Jul - Sep’09) - Spread the Word!

Public Relations with famous Bloggers
(Kennysia and Mr.Brown)

Upload the first viral video on youTube
and MySpace Videos

Q4’09 (Oct - Dec’09) - Festive Promos

Send out Strategic eDMs in October

Send out Promo eDMs during X’Mas 
period (December)

Wobbler in-Stores to shout-out Promo

Web Banners on SGForum and 
TheBusinessTimes (both strategic and 
tactical ads)

Q1’10 (Jan - Mar’10) - Festive Promos

Send out Strategic eDMs in January

Send out Promo eDMs during CNY 
period (December)

Wobbler in-Stores to shout-out Promo

Web Banners on SGForum and 
TheBusinessTimes (both strategic and 
tactical ads)
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The IMC Strategy
(Tools)

Direct Marketing

This campaign will generously make use of the Electronic Direct Mailers (eDMs) to communicate 
with its target consumers. Strategic and Tactical eDMs will be designed and sent to the emails of 
the Hot Market (Friends and relatives or people within Vegas Stacks’ database) and Cold Market 
(strangers meeting the requirements of a target consumer, through a paid emailing database). The 
first batch of strategic eDMs will be sent to the Hot market during the first quarter of the campaign, 
and encourage these group of people to spread the Vegas Stacks brand and create a brand awareness 
among Singaporeans, though of a smaller group, but this is very cost effective as no database is 
required to be purchased. Emails from relative and friends are also less likely to be ignored. After 
which, during the Promotional period of the campaign, both strategic and tactical eDMs will be sent 
to the hot and cold market at different time periods of the marketing phase. The strategic eDMs will 
serve as another phase of brand awareness or a reminder, and the tactical eDMs will inform target 
consumers the upcoming sales promotions of during the festive periods.

30 March 2009

Public Relations 

Famous bloggers like Kennysia and Mr.. Brown will be contacted and given a few sets of Vegas Stacks products to encourage them to write about the Vegas 
Stacks brand and even to share their experience when playing with the poker chips. Both bloggers have got very high web traffic daily and are considered 
celebrity bloggers. The contents they blog about matches the common interests of the typical Vegas Stacks’ consumer. Both Kennysia and Mr.. Brown 
frequently blog about the latest and coolest IT gadgets, their travelling experiences and are regularly invited to do interviews and write ups on various 
local and regional Music Events, Movie Premieres and IT Exhibitions/Conventions, Soccer tournaments and etc. Mr.. Brown also does numerous satirical 
political podcasts that fascinates many Singaporeans. Having them to write up on and promote Vegas Stacks will invariably boost its brand awareness among 
Singaporeans and Malaysians (KennySia is a Malaysian with lots of avid local and regional blog readers), and other regional countries. This can in turn help 
Vegas Stacks to step out of Singapore!
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The IMC Strategy
(Tools)

Online Advertising

As we can see from the campaign timeline, this campaign utilizes the method of Online Marketing 
intensively. Due to budget constraints, Vegas Stacks currently can only afford to advertise its brand 
and products via the online media platform. Web Banners will be designed and launched on 
BusinessTimes.com.sg and SGForums.com throughout the promotional phase of the campaign, as 
this is the period that coincides with 2 major festive season, i.e. Christmas Day and Chinese New 
Year, where most of our target consumers will most likely be sourcing online for festive gifts for their 
friends, and chance upon the Vegas Stacks banner ads. This is also the period where families and 
friends will gather together at each others’ home and play a game of Poker!

The Business Times Online is a popular website visited by the Vegas Stacks TAPP. It contains the latest 
financial and marketing news report and a real-time update on the stock market. Consumers of 
Vegas Stacks’  TAPP will most likely be checking onto this site regularly.
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SGForums is the key online community and social networking site in Singapore. It boasts of a high viewing traffic of 500,000 visits per month, with 300,000 
unique visitors. There is an average of 4 million page views every month. According to their statistics, their highest percentage of visitors matches the 
demographics of Vegas Stacks’ primary target consumers, with the second highest percentage within that of the secondary target consumers as well.

So why the extensive usage of Online Marketing?

Well, internet is fast becoming the new mainstream media, replacing that of newspapers, magazines and TV. People tend to get online to watch TV dramas, 
movies, share videos, read news and blogs, do online shopping and many more. The internet provides everyone almost everything they need, from the ease 
and comfort in front of a computer.  The Vegas Stacks target consumers, are more evidently the ones who prefers to sit in front of their computers and 
click away!

Also, through the use of online or internet marketing, the advertising message is available to consumers 24/7. Due to the internet’s interactive elements, 
consumers can respond immediately to the ad being posted, by clicking on the web banners and entering the Vegas Stacks’ website to find out more. It 
also allows the ease of instantly updating the advertising message, at minimal or no costs at all. The internet allows the building of one-to-one customer 
relationships like no other medium can, and even ensures a global reach for Vegas Stacks’ products and services.
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The IMC Strategy
(Tools)

Sales Promotions

Sales promotions has always been quite effective among average Singaporeans. However, due to 
Vegas Stacks low start up capital, promotions cannot be too blatantly used. Discounts and free gifts 
will have to be small-scale and transitory. Vegas Stacks will not be able to afford lucky draws with 
attractive cash prizes or expensive giveaways, or even steep discounts for regular customers during 
its first business year. 

Hence, the proposed sales promotions will be discounts during festive periods. For example, during 
the Chinese New Year period, a set of 10 Vegas Stacks branded new year Ang Baos can be given away 
for free, and customers will get a 30% discount off all Vegas Stacks products during the Christmas 
period. These promos can last for up to a month, circling the festive season.

Other sales promotions like a further 20% discount can be given to second or third item purchased 
within a limited promotional time frame. The sales promotions will be made known to the public 
via by hanging mobiles/wobblers in stores and eDMs to the hot and cold market as mentioned 
previously.
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Personal Selling

At this beginning stage, Vegas Stacks can spread its brand awareness via word-of-mouth, by personally getting families and friends to start playing with its 
poker chips and post about it, with a link to its website, in various online forums, talk about it during movie gatherings or home parties and let the voice of  
Vegas Stacks spread like wildfire. Just remember to treat those families and friends to sumptuous meals and coffee!

Other than word-of-mouth, the making of  Viral Videos will be especially useful. For a start, Vegas Stacks can start making its own viral video and post it on 
popular online video sharing sites like youTube, mySpace videos, iFilm, Facebook videos, Metacafes and etc. Just remember to tag these videos properly with 
keywords like Poker Chips, Tips and Tricks, Vegas Stacks, Casinos, Hip and Fun and etc. For a look and feel of how a suitable viral video will be like, refer to 
Appendix D. Subsequently, customers and fans of Vegas Stacks can make their own viral videos as well, sharing their tips and tricks of playing with Vegas 
Stacks Poker Chips.  This can be organized in the form of online video submission contest, and the contestant with his/her video chosen can be rewarded 
with discount coupons or even a new set of Poker Chips! Also, a Facebook page can be created as it is definitely one of the most popular online networking 
platform currently. (See Appendix E).
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Proposed Media &
Creative Rationales

The following is a list of proposed media and creative artworks for this IMC campaign;

1) Web Banners (posted on SGForums and BusinessTimes)
    - Skyscraper banners (160 x 600 px), both 2 x strategic and 2 x tactical 
    - Leader Board banners (728 x 100px), both 2 x strategic and 2 x tactical
    - Facebook Banner (610 x 444px), 1 x Strategic

2) eDMs (sent to Hot and Cold Market)
    - 3 x Strategic
    - 2 x Tactical

3) Wobbler / Hanging Mobile (hung in-store to notify customers special promotions)

4) Brand Sticker (pasted on the front glass of In-Q box, for easy brand identification)
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Creative Rationale

Go Vegas! Las Vegas is a vibrant city, full of colorful and vivacious city lights and skyscrapers. Vegas Stacks target consumers are the group of people 
who embrace such cosmopolitan culture and environment. Hence, the creatives produced should match the same art direction. Red, signifies vigor and 
enthusiasm, which is the color very much seen in casinos. 

The creative artwork, especially the strategic ads, will see a generous spray of red all over, with sparkly design elements and a backdrop of a lit up Vegas night 
scene. The products, i.e. the poker chips will be placed in the artwork as much as possible, together with mandatory items such as the logo and tag line.
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Proposed CreativesAnd here are the proposed creative artworks (not exhaustive):
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[Continued next page]

Leader Board Web Banners:

FaceBook Web Banner:

Refer to Appendix F to see how the artworks look like when published in the proposed web pages.
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Proposed Creatives
(continued)
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[Continued next page]

Skyscraper Web Banners:
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Proposed Creatives
(continued)
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[Continued next page]

Strategic eDMs:
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Proposed Creatives
(continued)
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[Continued next page]

Tactical eDMs:
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Proposed Creatives
(continued)
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Wobbler / Hanging Mobile:

Brand Sticker :
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Proposed BudgetThe following is an estimated budget breakdown for the services required (excluding creative 
execution and brand consultation fees) in this entire IMC branding campaign:

Brand Identity/Online Presence
Name Card (200 pcs) --- $30 
Transparent Sticker (Acrylic box packaging label, 500 pcs) --- $280
Brand Tag (For Aluminium case, 200 pcs) --- $120
Brand Sticker (pasted on glass of In-Q box, 10pcs) --- $24
Web Hosting (Linux Web Hosting, 280MB disk space) --- $300 x 1year

Online Advertising
Web Banners on SGForums, estimated 10,000 clicks --- $500
Web Banners on BusinessTimes estimated 15,000 clicks --- $1,200

Direct Marketing
Database for eDMs sent to Cold Market (5,000 mails) --- $750

Other Collateral
Hanging Mobile / Wobbler (10pcs) --- $70

+7% GST

Total = $3,503.18
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Refer to Appendix G for Supplier’s quotes.
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Appendix A1 - Project Brief
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Appendix A2 - Creative Brief (Packaging)
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Appendix B - Mood Boards
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Appendix C - Logo Style Guide
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Appendix D - Example of Viral Video (screen shots)
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Appendix E - Facebook Page
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Appendix F - Published Web Banners
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Appendix G - Suppliers’ Quotes


